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As the Word of Blake unleashed their Jihad, one enemy of the Inner Sphere remained in the

shadows, riven by internal strife and dissent. As political and military alliances among the children of

Nicholas Kerensky are broken and forged, the Clans turn inward as one Clann unleashes the

unthinkable upon the rest. A war that reaches deep into the bloodlines of each; none are untouched.

Those who survive will not speak of it. A war of Reaving. The Clans will never be the same. Wars of

Reaving details the long-sought happenings of the Clans after the results of the Great Refusal

through the end of the Jihad, compiled from detailed reports culled from each of the Clans and

others. Included within are personalities, equipment, units, and factions that all had a hand in the

upheaval that enveloped the Homeworlds, changing them forever.
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I bought an advance copy of this book at Gen Con 2011, and absolutely loved it. If you want a

BattleTech book with a lot of conflict in it -- or if you ever had any morbid fascination over what

exactly happened to cause the Inner Sphere Clans to lose contact with the Clan Homeworlds -- then

this is the book for you. The first thing you will notice is this is a very beefy tome; it's one of the

largest BattleTech paperbacks ever printed. The book begins with a quick recap of some of the

preceding events -- to help with context -- and the whole thing just ramps up from there. Each

chapter covers a year of the main "Wars of Reaving" story (circa 3070-3075), and the "Founder's

Future" chapter fills in the gaps of what happens to the surviving Clans between the years

3075-3085, in addition to featuring character bios of major characters (Check out Raina Montose's



bio for a serious "whoa" moment). There is also a section on new tech and new 'Mechs (ever

wondered what the REAL name of the mysterious "Pariah" from Tech Readout 3075 is?), a section

of how to create and run a Wars of Reaving-era campaign (complete with accurate Homeworlds

planetary data and political balance tables), some maps of the Homeworlds (both pre- and

post-Reaving), and the obligatory Clan glossary.Also, for those thinking this is strictly a

Homeworlds-Clan-only book, take heart: the Inner Sphere Clans do have a good deal of screen

time, and a few mysteries -- such as the eventual fate of the Jade Falcon and Wolf Khans -- are

solved. However, both Clan Nova Cat and Clan Wolf-in-Exile are not dealt with in this book, which

makes sense since the other Clans erased their existence from Clan records and do not

acknowledge them as true Clans in this era.
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